Mass-mobility refractive index retrieval (MM-
The complex refractive index value with the minimum chi-squared and the corresponding uncertainties for the entire data set. Values correspond to (in order): n, n uncertainty plus, n uncertainty minus, k, k uncertainty plus, k uncertainty minus. Individual Scan Refractive Indices
2-D Indices of Doubles
The values of the complex refractive index with the minimum chi-squared for the individual Dm.
Full distribution refractive index retrieval (FD-RIR) data file contents.
The data in these files is ordered such that each column after the first corresponds to an SMPS scan. Non-integer SMPS scan numbers represent the average of the scans immediately preceding and following; e.g. an SMPS scan number of 2.5 corresponds to the average of scans 2 and 3. Below the SMPS scan row label are labels for the next 4 rows corresponding to the optical measurements. Empty cells denote that the measurement was not performed for that data set. The list of numbers immediately below the last row label (Abs SD) in the first column correspond to the measured mobility diameters (Dm) used in each SMPS scan. The columns to the right correspond to the measured number densities (N) of aerosol particles in cm -3 . The data analysis program converts these values to m -3 during processing. 
Row Labels

Array of Doubles
The complex refractive index value with the minimum chi-squared and the corresponding uncertainties for the set average. Values correspond to (in order): n, n uncertainty plus, n uncertainty minus, k, k uncertainty plus, k uncertainty minus. Individual Scan Refractive Indices
2-D Indices of Doubles
The values of the complex refractive index with the minimum chi-squared for the individual scans. Average RI & SD Array of Doubles The average and standard deviation of the Individual Scan Refractive Indices.
